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QUESTIONS
STEMS
Use these to help you set your own questions.
Try to use some from each section.

Simple Question Stems recognising and recalling
Where is it?

Describe what happens when?

What is?

How would you define?

When did it happen?

How would you recognise?

How is?

Which one?

Why did?

Explain what is meant by?

More complex questions
Identify the pros and cons of

What do you think about?

What would be the result of?

Which is the most important factor?

What explanation can you give for

What could you suggest about?

What is the problem with?

What would happen if?

What can you point out about?

What is the most important reason why
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1
No dates and titles are underlined
Work is very untidy
Extended writing tasks are incomplete
SPaG errors being repeated
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Some dates and titles are underlined
Work is untidy
Extended writing tasks are short
SPaG errors being repeated

Show more PRIDE in your learning.
Be proud to learn and be proud of your work.

3
●
●
●
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Most dates and titles are underlined
Work is usually neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are good
SPaG is usually correct

4
●
●
●
●

All dates and titles are underlined
Work is exceptionally neat and well presented
Extended writing tasks are outstanding
SPaG is consistently correct
You are RESILIENT.
You always show PRIDE in your work.
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Definition

The building block that all living things are made from.

A cell with a nucleus

A cell without a nucleus

A simple unicellular organism

A microscope that uses light and lenses to show a
magnified image of a small object.

A microscope that uses a bean of accelerated electrons
to magnify the image of a small object.

The process that leads to a stem cell becoming a
specialised cell.

The job of a cell or organelle.

A cell gaining special features that allow it to carry out a
particular role.

A chemical added to a slide to allow a specimen to be
more easily seen.

An element that is used in solution as a stain.

The ability of a microscope to show details.

The process of increasing the visible size but not the
actual size of an object.

The area of a specimen that can be seen under the
microscope.

Keyword

Cell

Eukaryotic cell

Prokaryotic cell

Bacteria

Light microscope

Electron
microscope

Differentiation

Function

Adaptation

Stain

Iodine

Resolution

Magnification

Field of view

Plant and animal
cells

Found in

Carries genetic information and controls
what happens inside the cell

Plant cells only

Made of a tough substance called cellulose,
which supports the cell
Structures which contain the green pigment
chlorophyll; the site of photosynthesis

Cell wall
Chloroplasts

Image size = Real size x Magnification

Cells are very small and cannot be seen with the naked eye, we therefore
have to use a microscope to look at the cells and their organelles. In school
we use alight microscope like the one opposite. So that we can calculate
the size of objects are look at with a microscope we need to learn the
following equation:

Plant cells only

Plant cells only

Contains a liquid called cell sap, which keeps
the cell firm

Vacuole

Plant and animal
cells

Plant and animal
cells

Jelly-like substance, where chemical reactions Plant and animal
happen
cells

Controls the movement of substances into
and out of the cell

Function

Mitochondria Where most respiration reactions happen

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Cell
membrane

Part

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Year 7 Biology Knowledge Organiser Week 1 and 2
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Definition

Chromatography is used to separate different substances dissolved
in a liquid.

A substance formed by the chemical union of two or more
elements.

Turned from a gas or vapour into a liquid, usually as a result of
cooling.

The process of producing crystals from a solution by evaporating the
solvent.

A substance is said to be dissolved when it breaks up and mixes
completely with a solvent to produce a solution.

Substance is said to be dissolved when it breaks up and mixes
completely with a solvent to produce a solution.

A substance that is not able to dissolve in a solvent.

A change is called irreversible if it cannot be changed back again.
In an irreversible change, new materials are always formed.

A general term for a small piece of matter. For example, protons,
neutrons, electrons, atoms, ions or molecules.

This means that the products. can be changed back into the original
reactants .

Able to dissolve in solvent. For example, sugar is soluble in water
because it dissolves to form sugar solution.

The substance that is dissolved in a solvent, for example the salt in
salt water, is the solute.

The liquid in which the solute dissolves to form a solution.

Keyword

Chromatography

Compound

Condensed

Crystallisation

Dissolve

Distillation

Insoluble

Irreversible

Particle

Reversible

Soluble

Solute

Solvent

Separating mixtures
Filtration
• Used to separate an insoluble solid from a liquid. When a mixture of
sand and water is filtered: the sand stays behind in the filter paper
(residue). The water passes through the filter paper (filtrate).
Evaporation/Crystallisation
• Used to separate a soluble solid from a liquid. For example, copper
sulphate is soluble in water. During evaporation, the water evaporates
away leaving solid copper sulphate crystals behind.
Distillation
• A method for separating the solvent from a solution. For example,
water can be separated from salt solution by simple distillation. This
method works because water has a much lower boiling point than
salt. When the solution is heated, the water evaporates. It is then
cooled and condensed into a separate container. The salt does not
evaporate and so it stays behind.
Chromatography
• A method for separating dissolved substances from one another, such
as inks. It works because some of the coloured substances dissolve in
the solvent used better than others, so they travel further up the
paper.

Pure and Impure Substances
A pure element or compound contains only one substance, with no
other substances mixed in.
• Completely pure water would only contain water molecules, and
nothing else
Impure materials may be mixtures of elements, mixtures of compounds,
or mixtures of elements and compounds.
• A mixture contains different substances that are not chemically joined
to each other. For example, a mixture of iron filings and sulphur
powder can easily be separated using a magnet. The iron filings are
attracted to the magnet but the sulphur powder is not.

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Chemistry Year 7 Week 3 and 4
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Definition

The effect of gravity pulling on a mass.

A force that does not need to touch an object to interact
with it. E.g. magnetic force or gravity

A force that does need to touch an object to interact with it.

A ‘push’ or ‘pull’ on an object that can cause the object to
accelerate.

The unit of force

The force that pulls us down towards the Earth

The force that occurs when moving objects hit the air
particles as they move.

When the forces acting on an object are the same size but
opposite in direction.

When the forces acting on an object are not the same size.

The total force when you add up and subtract all of the
forces acting on an object.

How fast an object is going. Calculated using distance / time

m/s is the scientific unit for speed

A graph that shows you how far an object travels over a
certain time

A flat line that is level with the x axis on a graph

The two lines on a graph

How long something takes, measured in seconds

A piece of equipment used to measure time

Keyword

Weight

Non-contact force

Contact force

Force

Newton

Gravity

Air resistance

Balanced

Unbalanced

Resultant force

Speed

Metres per second

Distance time graph

Horizontal

Axis

Time

Stop clock

Some examples of forces include; thrust, gravity, weight, magnetic force, friction and air
resistance.

The unit for measuring distance in science is metres. We measure this with a ruler or tape
measure. We can use a measurement for distance, along with a time, to calculate speed.

Surface area and air resistance: The larger the surface area of an object, the greater the air
resistance acting on it. This is how a parachute helps to slow down a falling skydiver. The
large surface of the chute causes a huge increase in air resistance.

When forces are unbalanced, the resultant force causes the object to accelerate (speed up),
decelerate (slow down) or change direction.

When forces are balanced, an object will continue to move with a constant speed and
direction. This could mean that it stays still (stationary) or that it travels at one speed e.g. 20
m/s.

In diagram C, the forces are in opposite directions, so they are subtracted. In this case the
resultant force is zero because the forces are balanced.

In diagram B, the forces are in opposite directions, so the forces are subtracted. The resultant
force is 20N right. The forces are unbalanced.

In diagram A, the forces are in the same direction, so they are added together. The resultant
force is 30N right. The forces are unbalanced.

Resultant forces can be worked out by adding or subtracting the forces acting on an object.

Key Ideas

Cycle 2 Physics Year 7 Knowledge Organiser Week 5 and 6
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The verb “to have” in the present:
J’ai - I have
Je n’ai pas de - I don’t have any

Conditional tense:
Je voudrais - I would like

Grammar

Describing
my family

3&4

Imperfect tense (past):
J’étais - I was / used to be
il/elle était - he/she was / used to be

Conditional tense:
Je dirais que - I would say that

Key verbs:
Je suis - I am
il / elle est - he/she is
Ils / elles sont - they are
J’ai - I have
il / elle a - he/she has
ils / elles ont - they have

J’habite avec mes parents qui
s’appellent… - I live with my parents
who are called …

Subordinate clauses:
J’ai un oncle qui s’appelle… Saying who is
I have an uncle who is called …
in my family

1&2

Weeks

petit(e) / grand(e) - short / tall
de taille moyenne - of average height
les yeux bleus / verts / marron / noisette / noirs /
gris - blue / green / brown / hazel / black / grey eyes
les cheveux blonds / roux / bruns / noirs - blond /
ginger / brown / black hair
les cheveux courts / mi-longs / longs - short /
medium-length / long hair
les cheveux raides / ondulés / bouclés / nattés straight / wavy / curly / braided hair
bavard(e) - chatty/talkative / amusant(e) - funny
arrogant(e) - arrogant / intelligent(e) - clever
méchant(e) - mean / fort(e) - strong
patient(e) - patient / génial(e) - great
Timide - shy / sympa - nice

Je voudrais me présenter - I would like to introduce
myself
Dans ma famille, il y a - in my family, there is
... personnes - ... people
y compris - including
Une grande famille - a big family
J’habite avec - I live with
Mes parents - my parents
Mon père - my father / ma mère - my mother
Mon frère - my brother / ma soeur - my sister
Mon demi-frère - my half-brother
Ma demi-soeur - my half-sister
Mon grand-père - my grandfather
Ma grand-mère - my grandmother
Ma tante - my aunt / mon oncle - my uncle
Mon/ma cousin(e) - my cousin (masc./fem.)
Dans le futur / à l’avenir - in the future

Vocabulary

Examples

Je m’entends bien avec mon père car il est
gentil. - I get on well with my dad because he is
kind.

Avant, mon oncle était plus sympa mais moins
amusant. - Before, my uncle was nicer but less
funny.

Quand elle était plus jeune, ma sœur était assez
bavarde. - When she was little, my sister was
quite chatty.

Je dirais que mon frère est très arrogant. - I
would say that my brother is very arrogant.

Il y a trois personnes y compris mon père, ma
mère et moi. - There are 3 people including my
dad, my mum and me.

J’ai une cousine qui s’appelle Sarah. - I have a
cousin who is called Sarah.

Je n’ai pas de frères ou de sœurs. - I don’t have
any brothers or sisters.

J’ai deux frères et trois sœurs. - I have 2
brothers and 3 sisters.

Dans le futur, je voudrais une grande famille. - In
the future, I would like a big family.

Dans ma famille, il y a cinq personnes. - In my
family, there are 5 people.

Family, personal description, relationships, pets

Year 7 - French - Cycle 2
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Talking about
my pets

5&6

Adjective agreement:
Colours come after the noun and
have to agree with it
(masc./fem./plur.)

Conditional tense:
Je voudrais avoir - I would like to
have

Imperfect tense:
J’avais - I had / used to have
J’étais - I was / used to be

Present tense of “avoir” (to have):
J’ai - I have
Il / elle a - he / she has
On a - we (inf.) have
Nous avons - we (form.) have
Ils / elles ont - they have

Connectives:
Et - and / aussi - also / mais - but
Car - because
Parce que - because
Puisque - because

Comparatives:
Plus - more / moins - less

Intensifiers:
Un peu - a bit / Assez - quite
Très - very / vraiment - really

Avant - before / Maintenant - now
Quand j’étais plus jeune - when I was younger
Plus tard dans la vie - Later in life
Un jour - One day
Malheureusement - unfortunately
Un chien - a dog / un chat - a cat
Un poisson rouge - a goldfish / un cheval - a horse
Un hamster - a hamster / une tortue - a tortoise
Un cochon d’Inde - a Guinea pig
Un lapin - a rabbit / un serpent - a snake
Un oiseau - a bird
Je n’ai pas d’animal - I don’t have a pet
noir(e) - black / blanc(he) - white
Marron - brown / Jaune - yellow
Orange - orange / gris(e) - grey
bleu(e) - blue / vert(e) - green
Rouge - red / rose - pink / violet(te) - purple

paresseux/paresseuse - lazy
ennuyeux/ennuyeuse - boring
actif/active - active / sportif/sportive - sporty
je m’entends bien avec - I get on well with
je ne m’entends pas bien avec - I don’t get on well
with
je me dispute avec - I argue with
je me fâche contre - I get angry with
je me confie à - I confide in
il/elle me fait toujours rire - he/she always makes
me laugh
il/elle m’énerve - he/she annoys me

Un jour, je voudrais avoir un cheval. - One day, I
would like to have a horse.

Maintenant, j’ai quatre lapins marron. - Now, I
have 4 brown rabbits.

Malheureusement, je n’ai pas d’animal. Unfortunately, I don’t have a pet.

Avant, j’avais un chien noir et une tortue verte. Before, I had a black dog and a green tortoise.

Je me fâche avec ma mère car elle m’énerve. - I
get angry with my mum because she annoys
me.
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Las
Vegas

Week 3

Why did
the Aral
sea dry
up?

Week 2

Place
A particular position,
point, or area in space; a
location.
Excess
An amount that is more
than acceptable, expected,
or reasonable (Too much)
Urban Sprawl
The rapid growth of cities
and towns into
undeveloped land

Evaporation
The process by which
water changes from a
liquid to a gas or vapour.

Irrigation
The process of applying
controlled amounts of
water to plants at needed
intervals.

Week 1

The Aral
sea

Keywords

Session

What Happened?
● Up until the third quarter of the 20th century it was the world’s fourth largest salt water
lake.
● In the 1960s the Soviet government decided to divert the rivers that feed the rivers so
that they could irrigate the desert region in order to grow cotton.
● The water level in the Aral Sea started drastically decreasing from the 1960s onward.

Geographical concepts

Reasons Las Vegas is running out of
water;
1. 6000 people moving in per month.
2. They are using a huge amount each
(870l) per day to Water Lawns / ) Wash
Cars
3. There is already a large population
4. Lake Mead provides Las Vegas with
water and it is running low

Las Vegas - USA
●
Population - 2 million (8 x Plymouth!)
●
Average temperature 19 oC
●
Total annual rainfall in Las Vegas: 13cm
(in Plymouth it is around 98cm)
●
Main industry - entertainment &
gambling - called 'Lost Wages' by locals

Explosive growth
Nevada State senate leader Dina Titus says "Right now, 6,000 people a month are moving to
the area because the weather is good, the taxes are low and there are plenty of jobs" "we
need to get a handle on the growth and start planning for the future".
Homes are the biggest users of water. 70% of residential water use is outdoors, washing
cars and irrigating lawns only 30% used indoors.

Water Myths - busted
●
Hotels are not the biggest users of water in Las Vegas. Hotels account for just 7% of
the area's total water usage.

Las Vegas is known as a city of excess.
Las Vegas is a built up city with lots of water features, green areas and all types of foods
stored in refrigerators. But it's in a desert! Experts warn that water supplies could run dry
within the next 50 years as population increases and water demand soars.

● Evaporation causes the water level to decrease by the same amount that flows into the Sea, making it sustainable as long as water
flowing into the river is equal to evaporation on average.
● The diversion of rivers caused the sea to slowly desiccate over the last 4 decades.
● In the 1970s the main industry on the shores of the Aral Sea was fishing.
● As the sea level decreased the level of salt rose from approximately 10g/l to often more than 100g/l.
● The fish died leaving unemployment and the abandoned fishing boats which are now rusting on the dry sea bed.
● The cotton industry also suffered as the water from the rivers ran dry. Cotton is a crop that requires an especially large amount of
water to survive.
● Eventually those that could, left Kazakhstan for jobs in overseas.

Why has the Aral sea dried up?

The Aral sea
The Aral Sea is in Kazakhstan and
Uzbekistan (Asia). The environment
(everything around you; air, soil, water,
animals, and plants) is hot and dry.You can
describe a place with a dry climate as arid.

Knowledge

Cycle 2 Geography Year 7 Knowledge Organiser: Impossible places
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Tourism
The activities of people
traveling to and staying in
places outside their usual
environment for leisure,
business or other
purposes
Resources
Things we need to live, or
use to earn a living; for
example food, fuel

Week 6

Dubai

Dubai

Development
A process of change to
improve people’s lives
Economy
All the business activity
going on in a country, in
producing, distributing
and consuming goods and
services

Sustainability
Meeting the needs of the
present without
compromising the needs
of future generations to
meet their own needs.
Xeriscaping
Replacing plants and
garden with plants that
are more suited to
coming in the hot climate.
Eg replacing grass with
cacti.

Keywords

Week 5

Solutions and
Sustainability

Week 4

Session

What is this Burj Khalifa and
why was it built?
The Burj Khalifa is the largest
building in the world.
It was built as a hotel, commercial
offices and residential housing.
It is now a major tourist attraction.

Dubai
Dubai is located in the UAE (United
Arab Emirates) in Asia. It is on the
coast in the north of the UAE and
the nearest large water mass is the
Persian Gulf

Possible solutions include:
1. Xeriscaping - to use less water
2. Pay US$ 2 per square foot to
remove grass
3. Water clock - limits the use of a
hose
4. Planting drought tolerant plants
(can survive without much
water)
5. Using natural desert plants
6. Education - helping people to
understand what it is like to live
in a desert.

Knowledge

How is Dubai Changing?
●
In the 1950’s Dubai was a small pearl fishing and trading port
●
Dubai is changing its economy from oil to tourism and business
●
Dubai is changing to become a centre for high technology industry. Microsoft has
located in the Dubai Internet City
Who is Mohit?
●
Mohit comes from Bangalore, India
●
Mohit moved to Dubai because his brother told him that it was easy to find work.
●
Mohit is one of around 250,000 men, largely from India and Pakistan, are working on
construction sites earning on average £150 a month
●
Today 25% of the world’s cranes are in Dubai

Why did Dubai grow?
●
Oil was discovered in 1966
●
Quickly after its discovery, money from oil was
used to build modern roads, schools and hospitals
●
Massive luxury developments such as 'The World'
and 'Palm Islands' attract tourists and luxury home
buyers.
●
In 2010 the Burj Khalifa became the world’s tallest
building.

In Sustainability there are three different areas that need to be considered;
● People (social): Improve quality of life, provide a safe and healthy environment
● Planet (environmental): Reduce waste and recycle when possible, making such that
the impact on plants and animals is low.
● Profit (economic): Money must be made or available for something to be sustainable

Las Vegas Water Solutions
A planned pipeline from central Nevada, 555km away, could solve the problem. However,
farmers and residents there are not keen on the idea. They fear the impact this could have on
their lives and the local environment.

Geographical concepts

Cycle 2 Geography Year 7 Knowledge Organiser: Impossible places
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Week 1
What makes a
good leader?/
Why was the
lack of a male
heir a
problem?

Keywords
Monarchy- a king or
queen - the ruler of a
country
Successor- the person
expected to take over
the throne next
Ancestors - the people
who came before you
Baron- an important
powerful person
Housecarls - full �me
trained soldiers
Fyrd - part �me soldier
Cavalry- soldiers on
horseback

3.

2.

1.

That William was a be�er leader
than Harold.
That Harold was rushed into the
Ba�le of Has�ngs.
That William had be�er
weapons and soldiers than
Harold.

Timeline
6th January - Harold Godwinson
crowned King by the Witan
January - September - Harald Hardrada
and Duke William plan an invasion
September - Harald Hardrada and Tos�g
arrive in the North. Harold Godwinson
begins the long march North on foot
25th September - Harold Godwinson
gains a great victory against Hardrada’s
forces and the Norwegian king is killed
The ﬁrst challenge to the monarchy has
been defeated but the cost was high
many of Housecurls (trained ﬁghters
had been killed or injured)
14th October - Ba�le of Has�ngsWilliam
won the Ba�le of Has�ngs and so
became king of England. His challenge
to the monarchy was successful. But
why?
Three main reasons have been put
forward:-

Year 7 History Cycle 2
Knowledge recall
The English king known as Edward the Confessor died without any
children in January 1066. He had allowed three people to believe
they could be his successor. This resulted in two big ba�les.
Harald Hardrada - King of Norway
He was a Viking whose ancestors had ruled England
He was already an experienced King .
He was a fearsome ﬁghter
He had the support of Harold Godwinson’s brother and many of the
Northern Earls
Harold Godwinson - Earl of Wessex
Most powerful baron in England. Experienced in ﬁgh�ng and
government
Edward named him King on his death bed and the Witan crowned
him King
He was Edward’s brother-in-law
William Duke of Normandy
Edward had grown up in Normandy and promised William the
throne in 1051
He was Edward’s cousin
Harold Godwinson had promised to help him get the throne in 1064
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Challenge - an a�empt
to win the throne or
gain more power
Crusade- Holy war
Medieval - The Middle
Ages
Rebelled - turned
against
Interfere - get involved
without being asked
Royal seal - a wax
stamp to show the
king approved of
something

Minor - someone
under the legal age to
rules

Week 2
The Barons
challenge King
John

Week 3

1422 - The War of the Roses began
between the House of |York and House
of Lancaster

In 1215 the barons had decided enough
was enough.
They rebelled and gave King John a
choice; change the way England was run
or face a ﬁght against the barons.
The Magna Carta - 1215
The barons came up with 63 rights they
thought they should have. This was
called the Magna Carta
The King marched out to meet the
barons at Runnymede in Surrey.
Eventually the King agreed and added
the royal seal to the document
The important bits of the Magna Carta:No interfere in the church
No imprisoning of barons
without trial
Trials would be fair
Stop unfair taxes
No extra taxes
People to use the forests

Many people believed Richard had killed Edward V because he
wanted to be king.
These rumours deﬁnitely encouraged York’s rival house Lancaster to

John made a series of mistakes as King which annoyed people:Mistake number 1 - he lost wars
Medieval monarchs needed to win wars to remain popular .
John lost wars against France and all the land his dad had
ruled in Normandy.
He now gained another nickname - so� sword because of
his defeats
Mistake number 2 - he upset the Pope
John tried to increase control over the church.
He wanted to appoint all the bishops but the Pope said no
John banned the Pope from England so in return the Pope
shut all English churches
This annoyed the English as they could not have
christenings, weddings or funerals in church
Mistake number 3 - He asked for higher taxes
John’s brother Richard had spent all the money England had
ﬁgh�ng the crusades
John demanded soldiers and money from his barons
They became more and more angry
John made it worse by ordering sons to pay a tax when their
father died
He also took over all the forests and would not let anyone
else use them. This made it very diﬃcult for the poor to live
Mistake number 4 - he was cruel
John threw blind and crippled monks out of the monastery
He murdered his nephew because he had a be�er claim to
the throne
He ordered people using his forests to have their eyes
poked out
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Civil war - a war
between two sides in a
country in this case
The Houses of York
and Lancaster
Protector - some who
looks a�er the throne
un�l the minor is old
enough to rule
Reign - period of �me
the monarch is on the
throne
Illegi mate - someone
who is born when
their parents are not
married

Annulment - religious
ending of a marriage
Unlawful - against the
rules of the country
Treason - going or
plo�ng against the
monarch
Usurper - a person
who takes a posi�on
which is not theirs

What happens
when the king
is too young?

Week 4
What happens
when the
monarch is a
female?

once again try to gain the throne.
The leader of the House of Lancaster is Henry Tudor . His claim to
the throne is weak but the circumstances of Richard’s becoming
King inspires him to try to gain the throne
Henry Tudor surviving Lancaster male. Held a slight claim to the
throne based around his mother
Had the backing of some troops from wales and France
Many English people also supported him because Richard III was
unpopular
Henry had also agreed to marry Elizabeth of York sister of Edward V
Richard III had tried to force the Stanley’s ( a powerful family) to
ﬁght for them by capturing William’s son Thomas
This did not work. The Stanley’s ini�ally stayed out of the ba�le but
when Richard made a charge at Henry they saw their chance. The
stanley’s entered the ba�le on Henry’s side. Richard was cut of from
his main forces, was surrounded and killed
Henry Tudor is crowned Henry VII on the Ba�leﬁeld
1135 - Ma�lda is the ﬁrst English Queen. By 1526, Henry’s marriage to Catherine of Aragon was not going
The barons do not accept her and a civil well. Catherine had not been pregnant since 1518. Before that she
war follows
had only given birth to one healthy child- a daughter called Mary all
1516 - Mary Tudor born
her other children had died.
1526 - henry decides to annul his
To end his marriage to catherine of Aragon Henry would need an
marriage to Catherine of Aragon
annulment from the Pope
1533- |Henry marries Anne Boleyn,
Henry tried to claim that his marriage was unlawful because
Elizabeth born and the Break with Rome Catherine had been married to his brother Arthur. In the Bible it
1547 - Henry dies leaving Edward a 9
says this was not allowed and God would make anyone who did
year old boy as king
childless.
1553 - Edward dies childless- Lady Jane
The Pope did grant annulments but currently he was a prisoner of
Grey made Queen for 9 days
Catherine’s nephew. This made this unlikely to happen
Henry tried to get an annulment from 1527 un�l 1533 when he
decided to take things into his own hands
Henry made himself Head of the Church in England and granted
himself a divorce.

1471 - Edward IV of York became king
and restored peace to England
1483 - Edward IV died suddenly leaving
behind a boy King aged 12
- Richard of York became
EdwardV’s protectors
- Edward V disappeared while
wai�ng in the Tower for his
corona�on
- Richard became Richard II a�er
claiming Edward V was
illegi�mate and so could not
rule
- August Henry from House of
Lancaster challenges for the
throne
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Week 5 +6
What happens
when
Parliament
goes to war
against the
King?

Ship tax - tax everyone
had to pay to build
more shipsCavaliers supporters of Charles
1st
Roundheads Parliament's army
Traitor - someone who
betrays their country
Tyrant a cruel leader
January 1642 - Charles tries to arrest 5
MPS
June 1642 - Parliament demand an
increase in their powers and the war
starts
1642-9 The Civil War
1649 - Charles put on trial and executed
Step 1 – Charles was brought to court
by armed soldiers. He was given a red
velvet chair to sit on – a sign of respect.
He refused to remove his hat – this was
a sign of rudeness.
Step 2 – When the charges were read
out, Charles was asked whether he
pleaded guilty or was innocent. He
refused to answer the charges instead
he said ‘I want to know by what power I
am called here’.
Step 3 – Charles laughed when he was
called a traitor, tyrant and murderer.
Step 4 – All the ﬁrst day Charles refused
to accept that the court had any legal
right to put him on trial.

The two sides
Charles 1st
Also known as Royalists or cavaliers
The king’s forces were led by nobles who had li�le experience of
war
He also had no access to money or foreign help as Parliament

In September 1533 Anne Boleyn gave him another daughter
Elizabeth!
When Edward VI died without any children of his own (he was only
15 years old), Lady Jane Grey became Queen of England. However,
Mary did not accept that she was not next in line to be Queen and
set out to rally her supporters. The monarch’s council that had
declared Jane as Queen now changed their minds. They decided to
support Mary and declared her Queen instead. Jane has been
labelled a usurper by some. However, others believe she was
righ�ully declared Queen.
The causes
Poli�cal
Charles ruled without Parliament for 11 years
He did this because he refused to let Parliament disagree with him
He only recalled Parliament when he needed money
Charles was annoyed when Parliament took control of the army so
he couldn’t send them to war in Ireland
The ﬁnal straw was when Charles marched into Parliament and tried
to arrest 5 MPs
Religious
Charles married a Catholic Henrie�a Maria and also employed a
Catholic Archbishop
He introduced a new prayer book into Scotland which caused them
to invade England
His ac�ons annoyed other religious groups like the Protestants and
the Puritans. They wanted their religion to be the most important
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Revise all

Plug the gaps

Week 7 & 8

Week 9

Step 5 – On Day 2, John Bradshaw, the
leader of the trial, told Charles he
needed to answer the ques�ons
because Parliament commanded him to
respond. Again he refused.
Step 6 – Day 3 – Charles once again said
the court had no authority so he would
not answer their ques�ons. He was
removed from court and the trial went
on without him.
Step 7 – Charles was found guilty even
though he refused to speak. Only then
did he try to talk.
controlled the navy and taxes
Parliament
Also known as the Roundheads
Controlled by Oliver Cromwell
They had the well organised New Model Army and the support of
the Scots.
They controlled the navy which meant they controlled who came
into England
The end
Charles ﬂed to Scotland who then sold him to Parliament.
Charles was captured by Parliament but that did not mean he would
be executed. The king had lost the Civil War and was put in prison in
Carisbrooke Castle on the Isle of Wight. In August he secretly
persuaded the Scots to invade England. This started a second Civil
War and showed that there were s�ll many people in England who
s�ll supported Charles. Even within Parliament opinion was divided;
Oliver Cromwell’s supporters wanted Charles removed but many
others wanted to give the king another chance. Oliver Cromwell’s
men stopped the king’s men from entering Parliament. 26 out of 46
MPs voted to put Charles’ on trial for treason – if he was found
guilty he would be executed.
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4

Week

3

Week

2

Week

1

Week

House of Commons part of
the government where
Parliament discusses the laws.
The House of Commons can
only sit 400 MPs. There are
over 650 MPs in the UK.

Key Theme/Fact

Purpose of Voting - the reason
why we need to vote . So you
the electorate can use your
human rights.
Voting in the United Kingdom
is not compulsory, it is not a
law.

Key theme/Fact

Political Parties - These are
parties which consist of
people all wanting to lead the
country.
The Queen does not enter the
House of Commons, she only
enters the House of Lords.

Key Theme/ Fact

Democracy v Dictatorship what kind of leadership is
running a country?
Parliament consists of 3 parts,
House of Commons, House of
Lords and the Queen.

Key themes/Facts

House of Commons - Where
parliament discuss the laws and MP’s
debate issues relating to society, like
health, money and security.
Opposition - People who are against
the government

Key terms/Spellings

Student Council - Students are elected
to be part of the Modern Britain
council.
British Values - These are fundamental
values on which Modern Britain is
based on.

Key terms/Spellings

Manifesto - A declaration of intention
on how you would run the country.
Ballot Box - This is where all the votes
are placed to be counted. A sealed
box where the electorate deposits
their vote.

Key Terms/Spellings

To investigate how the House of Commons reads the laws, discuss
the laws and who has what role in passing the law. There are 6 steps
in passing the law. From creating and debating it in the House of
Commons to taking it to the House of Lords for agreeing it. The new
law becomes a ‘Bill’ which the Queen will sign and read it out in the
opening day of parliament.

Additional information

Voting in modern Britain is not compulsory.
At SDCC we run a Modern Britain Council.
Students take part in the democracy system and
vote using a ballot paper. On the ballot paper
students write down the name of their
candidate that they wish to vote for to join
the modern Britain Council at the College.

Additional information

The government consists of different parties. The nation elect which
party should run the country. This follows weeks of listening to the
manifestos from the leader of the party. Once the government has
been elected they then look at the laws and try and put them
through the House of Commons and House of Lords. This will then
go to a committee reading and then go for Royal Assent and signed
by the Queen to make it a law.

Additional information

In democracy you have the right to voice your opinion you have the
right to use your vote when you are 18. A dictatorship means you
have no choice and no freedom of opinions. You are controlled and
media bans are enforced. The democracy system started in the 6th
Bc in Greece and is one of the British values.
Democracy - Boris Johnson. Dictatorship - Adolf Hitler.

Additional information

- Year 7 Modern Britain Democracy

Democracy - A government run by the
people for the people
Dictatorship - A country governed by a
Dictator. This person will tell what is
happening. Undemocratic rule,
absolute rule.

Key terms/Spellings

Knowledge Organiser
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Revision
/7

Week

6

Week

5

Week

Local Government - a group of
counsellors who make decisions
about the area they live in. This is
normally where you live.
Plymouth has a labour
government which is in charge.

Key theme/Fact

We left the EU - great Britain has
left the European Union. This
happened on the 23rd June 2016
with 52% of the voters agreeing
to leave.

Key theme/Fact

Who has the Power? Who is in
charge like in school, at home, in
the church or police force

Key themes/Fact

Devolution - the transfer of power
from a central government to a local
or regional government . Plymouth is
a devolved government.
Regional Government - a group of
counsellors who make decisions
about the region they live in for
example Devon, Cornwall .

Key terms/Spellings

European Union - 28 members of a
political party . Nineteen of the
countries use the Euro as their official
currency. The EU was set up with the
aim of ending the frequent and
bloody wars between neighbours
which culminated in the Second
World War.
Brexit - The withdrawal process from
the European Union.

Key terms/Spellings

Hierarchy - The order on how things
should be. A system showing rank
and organisation according to status
or authority.
Prime Minister - In charge of the
government and the leading party

Key Terms/Spellings

Knowledge Organiser

Although the Government runs the country, there are sub regions
and local councils which help to enforce the law. When you look at
the structure of the government you will see that there is a
hierarchical structure that show whose is in charge and who has
the power.
The council has Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrat
councillors on the council who debate local issues like, education,
health, security and the environment.

Additional information

What reasons have we got for leaving the European Union. People
were voting because they were concerned about the laws in the
UK and about how much money we were sending to the European
Union every year.
People thought it was going to be better that we made our laws
and that we determined how we spent our money. 48% of the
electorate voted to stay in the European Union because we would
be more successful with trading goods and services between the
28 members of the union.
People from the EU working in the UK decided that they would
leave and return to their own home in Spain, Germany and Italy.

Additional information

There is an order of events as to who has the power. People have
roles to fulfill and some members of Parliament can make the
decisions. Parliament is led by people who voted for a particular
party in politics. Democracy means ‘By the people, for the people’
and so voting is really important to have your say.

Additional information

Art, Craft and Design
WEEK 1 & 4:
Assessment Objective 3: Reflective Recording - Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses.
Methods of Recording

Colour Theory

Observational drawing

Drawing from looking at images or objects.

First hand observation

Drawing directly from looking at objects in front of you.

Second hand observation

Drawing from looking at images of objects.

Photographs

Using a camera or smartphone to record images will
class as first hand observation.

Sketches

Basic sketches and doodles can act as a starting point
for development.

Tonal shading

Produce a range of tones by varying the pressure and
layering - consider using softer pencils for darker shades.

Primary: Red, Yellow, Blue
Secondary: Primary + Primary
Tertiary: Primary + Secondary
Shades: Add black
Tints: Add white
Complimentary: Colours opposite on the colour
wheel
Harmonious: Colours next to each other on the
wheel
Monochromatic: Shades, tones and tints of one
colour
Hue: The pigment
Warm: Red, Orange, Yellow
Cold: Blue, Green, Purple

Developing your idea as a
final piece.
Rough - A basic sketch of a
final idea
A Visual/Maquette - A small
image or model created in the
selected materials
Final Piece - An image or
sculpture pulling all preparatory
work together

WEEK 2 & 5:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Artists/Designers

Amiria Gale
Born 1979 in Tolaga Bay, New Zealand. Achieved her degree at Auckland University’s School of
Architecture. Left University and worked as a teacher of art, also managing a department. Has left
education to pursue her art work full time. Specialises in semi-abstract paintings of sea shells. Her
inspiration comes from memories of childhood. Works in acrylic paints as they dry quicker than
oils. Currently lives in Auckland, New Zealand.
J Vincent Scarpace
Born 1971 in Buffalo, New York, USA. Both parents were artists and his mother taught
him how to draw and paint by the age of 2. Worked as a teacher as well as a production
and studio artist. He is best known for his abstract pictures of fish that explore the
formal elements of line, colour, pattern and shape. His work is also influenced by
pointillism. He also uses his fingers to paint the dots in his work.
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WEEK 2 & 5:
Assessment Objective 1: Contextual Understanding - Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical
understanding of sources.
TIER 2 Vocabulary and definitions

TIER 3 Vocabulary and definitions

Achieved - successfully doing something
Pursue - to go after something
Specialise - to concentrate on something
Inspiration - to get ideas from
Soaking - apply lots of water
Composed - made up of
Scratchy - a way of producing lines
Unique - not ordinary
Mysterious - difficult to make
out/understand

Painting - using paint to create a picture
Abstract - an image that makes you think about what it is. It isn’t clear from
first observation
Tone - shading
Line - how an image is made up
Shape - how a 2D image is made up
Form - how a 3D image is made up
Acrylic - a type of paint
Blending - mixing colours
Organic - natural
Monochrome - all the shades of one colour
Pointillism - a technique that uses dots to create a tonal image
Illustrator - a professional drawer
Illustrations - produced by an illustrator
Draws - lines and shapes that make up the artwork
Sketches - to plan a drawing, to draw lightly
Watercolour - a type of paint
Ink - liquid to draw or write with
Technique - the method used when using materials
Printmaking - a technique of producing artwork using ink and a print base

WEEK 3 & 6:
Assessment Objective 2: Creative Making - refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques
and processes.

Media

The substance that an artist uses to make art.

Materials

The same as media but can also refer to the basis of the art work eg. canvas, paper, clay.

Techniques

The method used to complete the art work, can be generic such as painting or more focused such as blending.

Processes

The method used to create artwork that usually follows a range of steps rather than just one skill.

Pencil

The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or for shading. Coloured pencils can be layered to blend colours, some
are water soluble.

Pen/Biro

Drawings can be completed in pen and shaded using hatching or cross hatching.

Pastel/Chalk

Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect.

Acrylic paint

A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create texture.

Watercolour

A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and layered.

Pressprint

A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into, to print the negative image - can be used more than once.

Monoprint

Where ink is transferred onto paper by drawing over a prepared surface. Only one print is produced using pressure in certain
areas.

Collograph

A printing plate constructed of collaged materials, producing prints that are based on textures.

Card
construction

Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting together.

Wire

Thick or thin wire manipulated to create 2D or 3D forms.

Clay

A soft, natural, substance used for sculpting. When fired, it can be glazed to create shiny colourful surfaces. Different
techniques included pinching, slab forming, coil building, hand built and wheel thrown.
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Year 7 Computing: Networks (Semaphores to Internet)
Week 1: Computer Networks and Protocols
Keywords

Knowledge

Computer Network - Two or
more computers are connected
together to allow them to
communicate

Benefits and Drawbacks of using Computer Networks
●

Internet - A global network of
computers, file servers, web
server, email servers, etc.

●

Standalone Computer - A
computer that is not connected
to a network

●

●

Transmission Protocol - A set
of rules in order to pass on a
message.

●

Benefits
Sharing devices such as printers saves
money.
Files can easily be shared between
users.
Network users can communicate by
email and instant messenger.
Security is good - users cannot see
other users' files unlike on stand-alone
machines.
Data is easy to backup as all the data
is stored on the file server.

●
●

●
●
●

Drawbacks
Purchasing the network cabling and file
servers can be expensive.
Managing a large network is
complicated, requires training and a
network manager usually needs to be
employed.
If the file server breaks down the files
on the file server become inaccessible.
Viruses can spread to other computers
throughout a computer network.
There is a danger of hacking,
particularly if connected to the Internet

Week 2: Networking Hardware
Keywords
Network Cables - Wires
that are used to connect
devices on a network. For
example, you might use a
network cable to attach your
games console to your
home router.
Hub - A device with sockets
for network cables to attach
to.
Server - A powerful
computer which provides
services (like storing files or
controlling printing).
Router - A device to
connect networks together.

Knowledge
Network Cables
● To connect together different devices, you need cables.
● They have plastic plugs that connect into sockets on devices.
● The cable is made up of a number of copper wires.
● Data can be sent in both directions across a cable.
Hub
● A hub connects a number of computers together.
● Ports allow cables to be plugged in from each connected computer.
● A message sent from computer A to computer B travels via the hub.
Server
● Some networks will have a server (your home network at home probably doesn’t).
● A server is a powerful computer which provides services.
● There are many different types of server, for example, a file server which stores files (i.e.
text, images, sound, or video) that can be accessed by all devices on the network.
Router
● When a network needs to be connected to another network, a router is needed.
● A router forwards messages from one network to another. It acts as a gateway.
● A common role of a router is to join a home network to the internet via an internet service
provider (ISP).

Week 3: Wired and Wireless Networks
Keywords
Bandwidth - A type of to another in a given
time. Higher bandwidth = more data per
second.
Download - Your computer receives data (e.g
opening a webpage, listening to a music clip,
streaming video)
Upload - Your computer is sending data to the
Internet (e.g putting a video on YouTube,
posting a photo to Social Media)
Internet Service Provider (ISP) - The
company that provides an Internet connection.
For example: BT, Sky, Virgin Media, Talk Talk
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Knowledge
Wired Networks send data along cables. Wired networks can use copper cables
(sending electrical current) and fibre-optic (sends light pulses).
Wireless Networks send data through the air using radio waves. Wireless
networks can use Bluetooth, WiFi, Mobile phone networks and satellites.
Benefits and Drawbacks of Wired and Wireless Networks
Wired Networks provide a faster connection than wireless (as there is no
interference) and better security (as it’s harder to intercept data). However, cables
can be a trip hazard and look unpleasant. Cable networks are more expensive and
time-consuming to set up.
Wireless Networks are quick and cheap to set up and allow portable devices to be
used (laptops, smartphones, tablets). However, they have lower bandwidth, signal
strength can be reduced by walls and ceilings and they are less secure as the data
is transmitted through the air, so can be intercepted.

Year 7 Computing: Networks (Semaphores to Internet)
Week 4: The Internet (You should also recap Week 1 this week)
Keywords

Knowledge

Internet Protocol (IP)
Address - A unique
number for a
computer on a
network, which can be
used to send data
packets.
Packet - A small unit
of data. Often a large
file will be split into
lots of smaller
packets.

What is the internet?
The internet is a worldwide network of computers. It is the physical hardware, i.e. the cables, the routers,
and other pieces of hardware used to connect devices together. Any device connected to the internet is
part of this network, for example: Laptops, Games consoles, PCs, Tablets, Mobile phones
Packets
Networks send and receive messages in small units of data called packets. A file on a computer might be
too large to send as one packet, so is split into lots of smaller packets, which can then be sent over the
network. Each packet contains part of the file, has a packet number and the address for the computer it is
being sent to. This address is known as the IP address.
IP Address - An IP address is made up of 4 groups of numbers between 0 and 255. Eg 192.168.5.54
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) - Splits the messages sent across the internet into smaller pieces
called ‘packets’. Then assembles the packets in the correct order at the receiver end.
Internet Protocol (IP) - A protocol to route the packets. Each device on the internet has an IP address that
uniquely identifies it from all other devices
Week 5: Internet Services (You should also recap Week 2 this week)

Keywords

Knowledge

Internet - A large
network of computers.
World Wide Web - A
service that allows
people to view
webpages.

The Internet is a vast network of computers connected together. It was created by the US military during
the 1960s and was originally called ARPANET. The Internet allows the use of the World Wide Web, email,
online gaming, instant messaging, video calling, media streaming (Netflix, YouTube, etc), mobile phone
apps and allows us to use Smart Devices (Smart Thermostats, Smart Speakers, etc).
The World Wide Web (WWW or ‘The Web’) is a service provided on the Internet. It is the websites, web
pages and links found on the Internet. The rules for the World Wide Web were created by an English
Computer Scientist called Tim Berners-Lee.
The Internet of Things means taking everyday ‘things’ and connecting them to the Internet. For example,
smart thermostats in homes, smart TVs, CCTV cameras.
Week 6: The World Wide Web (You should also recap Week 3 this week)

Keywords

Knowledge

HTML - Hypertext Markup Language - the language
used to describe the layout of a webpage.

Browser - A piece of software used to view information on the World Wide
Web. Eg Google Chrome. A web browser retrieves the website’s HTML
code from the web server. It converts this code into the view that we see on
the screen (e.g. the images, text, and videos).

Web Browser - A piece of software used to view
HTML code.
Web Server - A powerful computer attached to the
Internet that stores web pages.

Web Server - A web server is a server located on the internet that holds
website web pages. The web browser communicates with the web server to
retrieve the information.

Encrypt - Where data is ‘scrambled’ before it is sent
over a network so it is unreadable, except by the
receiver.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) - The set of rules to control how
webpages are sent over the Internet. HTTPS is a secure version which
encrypts messages sent.

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) - The ‘address’ of a
webpage. The URL for the bbc website is
www.bbc.co.uk

Search Engines - A search engine is used to find information on the World
Wide Web. For example: www.google.com and www.bing.com

Week 7 and 8: Preparing for Assessment
Self-quiz the knowledge covered in Weeks 1 - 6
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Skull
Clavicle
Scapula
Sternum
Humerus - radius - ulna
Ribcage
Vertebral column
Carpals - metacarpals - phalanges

Upper body (waist up):

●
●
●
●
●
●

Pelvis
Femur
Patella
Tibia
Fibula
Tarsals - metatarsals - phalanges

Lower body (waist down):

Sport Specific Activity WHAT? Dribbling in football, passing in netball, light tackling in rugby etc.
WHY? Practising the skills and movements that you will require in the activity
to prepare your body and mind for physical activity.

●
●
●

●

Bones

Dynamic Stretches WHAT? Walking lunges, leg swings, squats, side lunge, opening and closing
the gates, shoulder rotations, hip circles,
WHY? Stretches the muscles, which can reduce the risk of injury (RRI) and
mobilises the joints that will be used in the session, which can improve
performance levels (IPL).

●
●

●

Pulse Raiser WHAT? Any exercise that will raise your heart rate; jogging, star jumps,
cycling, swimming or any other low to moderate intensity activity.
WHY? Prepares the body for exercise by increasing the heart rate, increasing
breathing rate and increasing the temperature of muscles.

What are the benefits of HIIT training?
They help build a stronger, healthier heart.
By doing just three sessions a week, you’ll start to see an improvement in your fitness.

They can take as little as 20 minutes.
Bodyweight exercises – such as pull-ups, push-ups, squat jumps, high knee sprints
and sit-ups – work really well for HIIT, so even if you can’t make it to the gym, you can
still do a session at home.

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
What is HIIT training?
A HIIT workout session involves you doing intervals of exercise that range from
between 10 seconds and eight minutes in duration, with you working at around
80-90% of your maximum heart rate for that period of time.
These high intensity intervals are followed by recovery phases. These can mean you
coming to a complete rest or switching to a lower intensity exercise such as going
from a sprint to a jog.

What are the benefits of circuit training?
The variety of exercises prevents boredom.
As exercises can be done inside, there is no need to worry about the weather.
Any kind of exercise can be included.
You can do circuit training without equipment if you don’t have any.
It can improve muscular endurance.
It can improve power.
It can improve aerobic endurance.

Circuit Training
What is circuit training?
Circuit training involves performing a series of exercises in a special order called a
circuit. Each activity takes place at a 'station'.
It can be designed to improve speed, agility, coordination, balance and muscular
endurance.
Workout times usually range from 30 seconds to 1 minute with rest intervals starting at
10 seconds and going up to 40 seconds.

The Three Stages of a Warm Up
Every sports session should start with a warm up to prepare the sports
performers both physically and mentally. A warm up helps to reduce the risk of
injuries to sports performers.

●
●

Week 3 & 4 - Fitness Training

Week 1 & 2 - Warming up

Physical Education
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Rules
● A competitive game consists of equal 30-minute halves with a 10-15 minute
break.
● A team cannot keep possession of the ball without attempting to attack.
● The start is awarded to the team that wins the coin toss.
● A match begins with both teams in their own half.
● A goal can be scored from any type of throw.
● A player can run with the ball for three steps maximum.
● A player can hold a ball for up to three seconds maximum.
● A player can continuously dribble, providing they bounce the ball.
● A player can take three steps maximum before and after dribbling (no 'double
dribble').
● Players are not able to endanger an opponent with the ball.
● Players are not permitted to pull, hit or punch the ball out of the hands of an
opponent.
● Players cannot make contact with the ball below the knee.
● Players cannot dive on the floor to regain a loose ball.
● A player is allowed to use the torso of the body to obstruct an opponent with or
without the ball.
● A player cannot outstretch arms or legs to obstruct, push, hold, trip or hit.
● An attacking player is not allowed to charge into a defensive player.
● A throw-in is awarded when the ball goes out of bounds and the thrower must
place one foot on the sideline to execute the throw.
● All opposing players must stay 3 m away from the throw-in.
● All minor fouls or violations are penalised with the awarding of a free-throw which
is taken at the place of infringement.

Scoring
● In handball, a goal is scored when the whole of the ball passes between the
goalposts and travels fully over the goal line. However, a goal is not awarded until
the referee has signalled this and they are confident that no rules have been
broken.
● At the end of the match, the team with the most goals will be awarded the
winners. However, in the event that both teams have the same score, a draw is
recorded.

Week 5 & 6 - Rules of Handball

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

Week 5 & 6 - Rules of Football
A match consists of two 45 minutes halves with a 15 minute half time.
Each team can have a minimum of 11 players (including 1 goalkeeper who is the
only player allowed to handle the ball within the 18 yard box) and a minimum of 7
players are needed to constitute a match.
The ball must have a circumference of 58-61cm and be of a circular shape.
Each game must include one referee and two assistant referee’s (linesmen). It’s
the job of the referee to act as timekeeper and make any decisions which may
need to be made such as fouls, free kicks, throw ins, penalties and added on time
at the end of each half. The referee may consult the assistant referees at any
time in the match regarding a decision. It’s the assistant referee’s job to spot
offsides in the match (see below), throw ins for either team and also assist the
referee in all decision making processes where appropriate.
To win you have to score more goals than that of your opponents. If the scores
are level after 90 minutes then the game will end as a draw apart from in cup
games where the game can go to extra time and even a penalty shootout to
decide the winner. Players must use their feet to kick the ball and are prohibited
to use their hands apart from goalkeepers who can use any part of their body
within the 18 yard box.
The whole ball must cross the goal line for it to constitute a goal.
A referee may award a foul if they believe an unfair act is committed by a player.
A foul contravenes the laws of the game and can be given for a range of offences
(for example, kicking the player, pushing, handball etc).
Fouls are punished by the award of a free kick (direct or indirect, depending on
the offence) or penalty kick to the opposing team if it is committed in the penalty
box.
In cases of foul play, a referee can penalise players with either a yellow or red
card. A yellow card gives a player a warning about their conduct and a red card
requires them to leave the pitch.
In the event that a player receives two yellow cards, the referee will automatically
show a red card.
A throw-in is awarded to a team if the opposition kicks the ball over the sidelines.
A corner kick is awarded to a team if the opposition kicks the ball over the goal
line and either side of the goal posts.
A player is deemed offside if they are in front of the last defender when a
teammate passes the ball through to them.

Choose one of the below sports:

Stoke Damerel Six
RESPECT
• Respect each other
• Be kind, treat others how
you want to be treated
• Respect yourself

RESPONSIBLE

RESILIENT

• Take responsibility for your

• Commit to your learning
• Try your best
• And try again and again

PREPARED

PROFESSIONAL

• Be prepared and ready to learn
• Be here, be on time and bring
everything you need for learning
• Take part in your learning
and your school

• Be polite
• Be welcoming to all
members of our College
• Smile and be friendly

learning and behaviour
• Try to be a leader
• Be a positive role model

PRIDE
• Be proud to learn; proud

of your work
• Wear your Stoke Damerel
uniform with pride
• Be proud of yourself

